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ENTRECULTURAS

Entreculturas is a Spanish NGO promoted by the Society of Jesus, founded in 1985, which defends
access to education for all and as a means of social change, justice and dialogue between cultures.

At Entreculturas we support projects that promote education in the most disadvantaged populations in
Latin America, Africa and Asia, so that education reaches the greatest number of people, that its quality is
always better and that it is directed towards social transformation .

Our two main partner organizations in the countries where we work are Fe y Alegría and the Jesuit
Refugee Service.

FUNDACIÓN SAN IGNACIO DE LOYOLA 

Fundación San Ignacio de Loyola is a Foundation of the Society of Jesus in Mexico whose mission is to
offer institutional and financial support to the Social and Pastoral Projects of the Society of Jesus in
Mexico, favoring the link between them to reinforce their commitment to those who live in the frontiers of
exclusion and thus collaborate in the construction of a more humane, just, sustainable and faith-filled
world.



Location: San Mateo del Mar, Oaxaca, México.

Period of execution: del 1 de abril al 1 de diciembre de 2019.

Local partner: Fundación San Ignacio de Loyola.

Budget: 21.000 Euros.

Name: Fundación Entreculturas

Head office: c/ Maldonado, 1, 3º. 28006 Madrid. Tel. 91 590 26 72

NIF: G-82409020. E-mail: entreculturas@entreculturas.org

Constitution date: 27 de julio de 1999

Head of the organisation: Daniel Villanueva sj. Vicepresidente Ejecutivo

INFORMATION OF THE REQUESTING NGO

BASIC INFORMATION OF THE PROJECT

Name: Fundación San Ignacio de Loyola. México.

Head office: Matamoros, 75. Col. del Carmen. 04100 Cuauhtémoc. México.

Head of the organisation: Carlos Estrada Casarín

DATA OF THE OTHER SIDE
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Mª Luisa C.
 

1 bedroom
 

7/8 persons
 

without
kitchen

Emiliana
 

1 bedroom
 

4 people
 

without
kitchen

Nazaria
 

1 broken
bedroom

 
Roofless oven

Mª Luisa A.
 

1 bedroom
 

mother and
son

 
no kitchen

PROYECT DESCRIPTION:

Because their homes were damaged by the earthquake, these families lived with great material and service
deficiencies. After the earthquake, they were able to rebuild a bedroom, however their kitchens were very
precarious or non-existent (they cooked in the homes of friends or relatives). The homes of the families of
the Tequio de Mujeres group had the following characteristics:

The Tequio Women's team, made up of the 4 heads of the family,
was organized to carry out the actions and determine the order in
which the aid would be assigned.

The 20 families were organized into working groups according to
the proximity between their homes.

The men worked as master masons, helpers, or laborers. The
women built the stoves with comixcal (traditional oven) and the
doors and windows.

In this way, each team collaborated in different construction
processes of the house.

Both processes were planned and operatively coordinated by the
ITESO team (Technological Institute and Higher Studies of the
West), always in communication with the agreements of the Tequio
groups.
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Mª Luisa C.
 

Her husband
migrated to

work
 

6 children
 

Emiliana
 

Single mother
 

3 sons
 

Nazaria
 

Old woman
 

Lives alone,
without family

support
 

Mª Luisa A.
 

Single mother
 

1 son
 

DIRECT BENEFICIARIES:

The following 4 ikoot women heads of families participated in the Tequio Women's group to rebuild their
homes:

Once the needs of the families had been identified, the resources available for the construction and
improvement of their homes were prioritized.

The Tequio Mujeres team was responsible for:

4 homes
with bedroom,
corridor and

shower
 

Work in
tequio for the
elaboration of

kitchens,
doors and
windows

 

4 doors and 8
windows

of palm leaf,
with frame

and
blacksmith
protection

 

4 kitchens
with comixcal

oven and
wood-saving

stove with
fireplace
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House of
Mª Luisa C.

 
 

House of 
 Emiliana y

familia

House of
Nazaria

 

House of 
 Mª Luisa A. y
su hijo Daniel

Mª Luisa C.
 

Emiliana Nazaria
 

Mª Luisa A.

CONSTRUCTION OF 4 HOUSES:

The construction of the earthquake resistant bedrooms contemplated the improvement of the floor, with the
application of thermal materials such as baked clay brick that reduces the transfer of heat into the house.
The covers were also built with thermal materials, in the two modalities: with ecolam sheet, made of recycled
materials such as tetrapack and in woven palm covers, both with a metallic structure.

The extension of the houses have corridor, a space that families traditionally use during the day to rest or
carry out work.

Adjoining the bedroom a space was built for the shower and for the water tank.

CONSTRUCTION OF 4 KITCHENS:

The construction of the kitchens included the comixcal oven module with a Lorena-type wood-saving stove
and a fireplace for heat extraction.

For the structure of the kitchens, the traditional ikoots system was followed, in wood and a woven coconut
palm cover.
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Some women had experience building comixcales (traditional ovens). The master masons supported the
Tequio Women's team in forging of the base walls of the oven and wood-saving stove module.

The contribution of wood-saving stoves with chimneys reduces the consumption of firewood by
approximately half, as they have a double cooking chamber. The extraction of the smoke reduces the
contact of the combustion product, which reduces the risk of damage to health.

As part of the previous works, the Tequio Mujeres team had to be in charge of obtaining the raw material:
coconut palm leaves.

The women were in charge of drying the stalks in their plots, taking care that they did not get wet during the
process. Once the stalks were dry, the task consisted of cleaning them and cutting them in half. With the
measurements of the windows, they proceeded to cut them to have the pieces that would be nailed to the
wooden frames.

The lack of some capacities to achieve the autonomous manufacturing of doors and windows was identified
by the Tequio Women's group. For this reason they were instructed to take measurements of the doors and
windows.

The doors had a blacksmith's frame and a wooden frame, elements that were fabricated by providers in the
area. Having the wooden racks, the woen proceed to assemble the penca board of doors and windows.

Having ready the racks with their stave boards, these were placed inside the blacksmith frames.

DOORS AND WINDOWS CONSTRUCTION:

Starting from the objective of building houses according
to the indigenous worldview of the Ikoot people, it was
decided to use local materials that adequately meet the
needs of the house, and also be friendly with their
environment.

Preparation of the palm leaves:

Assembling boards on wooden frames:
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Team
Tequio
Women

Advance
of the
households

Kitchens

Doors
and
Windows

Given the geographical and social conditions that the municipality of San Mateo del Mar presents, the schedule of
activities suffered a series of adjustments in execution times, in contrast to the schedule presented earlier.

However, all the objectives proposed for the program were met, obtaining and even achieved more gratifying
results than expected.

 

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES:

Training workshops
and formation of the

Tequio Women
group

 
 

Technical training
workshops

 
 
 

Collection of mud
and preparation of

comixcales
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APRIL-MAY JUNE-JULY AUGUST-SEPT. OCT.-NOVEMBER

Training workshops
and psychosocial

support
 
 
 

Improvement of the
floor, foundations

and walls
 
 
 

Construction of
energy-saving stoves

 
 
 

Collection and
cleaning of palm

leaves.
Order of frames for
blacksmithing and

carpentry
 
 
 
 
 

Psychosocial support
 
 
 
 

Structure and roof
construction,

blacksmithing and
installations

 
 

Placement of
structure and palm

covers
 
 
 

Delivery of frames,
assembly and

placement of penca
boards

 
 
 
 
 
 

Psychosocial support
 
 
 
 

Construction of palm
roofs and carpentry

in tapancos
 
 
 

Laying chimneys
 
 
 
 
 

Delivery of frames.
Cutting, assembly
and placement of

penca boards
 
 
 
 
 

BUDGET EXECUTION:

Equipment,
materials and
supplies
          
         
Technical
professionals
services

          

 
410.200

 
32.000

 
19.480

 
368.812

 
3.578

 
1.520

 
75.478

 
17.480

Pto. (Mx) Pto. (€) Gasto (Mx) Gasto (€)

TOTAL
 

442.200
 

21.000
 

444.290
 

21.058
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MANUFACTURE OF DOORS AND WINDOWS

Manufacture of the first model:

The women, together with the ITESO students, collaborated in the manufacture of the door model that would
serve as an example for the construction of the pieces for the rest of the houses.

ITESO students
developing the first model
door

Training of women:

Deficiencies were identified in the Tequio Mujeres group in the manufacture of doors and windows. For this
reason they were trained in taking measurements.

Tequio Women Group
receiving training
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Preparation of the palm leaves:

As part of the previous works, the Tequio Mujeres team had to be in charge of obtaining the raw material:
coconut palm leaves.

The women were in charge of drying the stalks in their plots, taking care that they did not get wet during the
process. Once with the dry stalks, the task consisted of cleaning the stalks and cutting them in half.

With the measurements of the windows, they proceeded to cut them to have the pieces that would be nailed
to the wooden frames.

Preparation and cutting of the coconut leaves

Women of the Tequio team Women cutting stalks
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Manufacture of boards on wooden frames:

The doors consist of a blacksmith's frame and a wooden frame, elements that have been manufactured by
local suppliers. Once the women had the wooden frames, they proceeded to assemble the stalk boards for
the doors and windows.

The Tequio Mujeres team determined the hours and working days, trying not to neglect their activities as
heads of household.

The women also chose the order of manufacture of the pieces, thus achieving an equitable and fair
distribution of the payment for the construction of the pieces.

Manufacture of palm leaf boards by Nazaria and Antonieta.

Installation review
of doors and windows

Installation of doors and windows:

Placement of the racks with their stanchion boards, within the blacksmith's frames.

Front of house with
door and window installed
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MANUFACTURE OF KITCHENS

In the construction of the kitchens, a traditional oven and a wood-saving stove with a chimney were included
to conduct the smoke and a palm roof was installed in the traditional system.

Masons building the base for the oven and stove

Mud preparation
to receive the ovens

Women collecting mud
and preparing the ovens

Completion of the laying of clay in the ovens Emiliana placing firewood under her saving stove
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Equipo Tequio Women and children happy after finishing the
construction of the Nazaria furnace and saving stove

Team Tequio Mujeres installing the chimneys of the wood-saving
stoves

Kitchens of the Tequio Mujeres team

Installation of chimneys in wood-saving stoves

Team Tequio Mujeres happy after the construction of their kitchens
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PROGRESS IN HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

The houses have a private area and bedroom, an outside corridor and a bathroom or shower area. In
another location within the lot, there is the kitchen, which contains the oven and the wood-saving stove.

The progress in the construction of the 4 houses is very satisfactory, being those of María Luisa A. and
Nazaria the most advanced, while that of María Luisa Corona is nearing the completion of the placement of
doors and windows and that of Emiliana is still in roof laying process.

HOUSE OF Mª LUISA ALARCÓN

In this house, the only thing missing is to
install the coconut leaf frames on the doors
and windows.
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HOUSE OF NAZARIA ALARCÓN

In this house, the only thing
missing is to install the coconut
leaf racks on the doors and
Windows.

In this house, the only thing missing is
to install the coconut leaf racks on the
doors and windows and finish the palm
covering of the kitchen.

HOUSE OF MARÍA LUISA CORONA
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EMILIANA GALLEGOS'S HOUSE

In this house, the only thing missing is to
install the roof and the coconut leaf frames
on the doors and windows.

GRACIAS
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